
By SARAH KENNEDY, CALGARY SUN 

The decision to release a suspected U.S. gunrunner onto Calgary 
streets has some officials fuming but the suspect's lawyer said 
Canada Border Services didn't provide enough evidence to keep 
him behind bars.  

Lawyer Raj Sharma said the evidence and information provided 
to immigration adjudicator Paul Kyba by Canada Border 
Services (CBS) in the admissibility hearing of Phong "Danny" 
Hoang didn't support the serious allegations against him.  

Phong was picked up in Calgary by CBS with help from city 
police in December after two U.S. Air Force members, Kellen 
Johnson and Dwain Rouse, were arrested in Great Falls Mont., 
and claimed Hoang as the middle-man in their gun-smuggling 
ring.  

One of at least eight smuggled handguns was discovered in the possession of city gangsters 
and according to transcripts of an Immigration and Review Board hearing, it's suspected the 
gun was used in a Calgary shooting.  

Great Falls police Det. Bruce McDermott said Hoang admitted he was in a sporting shop in 
Montana with Johnson and Rouse the day the first gun was purchased.  

However, that information never made it into Hoang's admissibility hearing, said Sharma.  

"An allegation linking Hoang to the purchase of the firearms in the U.S. would have had a 
significant effect on Kyba's decision," he said.  

Lisa White of Canada Border Services said she can't comment on the evidence presented to 
Kyba until the transcript of the hearing is released to her today.  

Staff Sgt. Kevan Stuart, of the Organized Crime Operations Centre, said Hoang's release is 
frustrating.  

"There's a lot of work that went into this and of course we're disappointed but we've worked 
in this system long enough to know that we have to just carry on and carry forward," he said. 

Calgary police don't have enough evidence to arrest Hoang, a U.S. fugitive with alleged 
Asian gang connections, on crimes committed here, but have confidence in the information 
gathered by Great Falls police that led to his indictment, said Stuart. 
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Conservative MP Art Hanger said citizens want to see gun violence addressed effectively.  

"What makes me uncomfortable is ... if we don't get a handle on this there will be more 
violence," he said, referring to wayward guns on city streets.  

CBS can request a new hearing or appeal Kyba's decision and if approved, the case will go 
before the federal courts.  
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